
Monday Morning Gratitude

Monday mornings will be starting differently as we are all learning to be more grateful.

Sam Gelb (2020 student) and Amelia Todhunter (Richmond Institute staff member) have taken it 

upon themselves to teach us all about gratitude, with techniques to implement into our day, so 

that we can live a more grateful life. In our first session we looked at ‘Connection’.

Sam and Amelia felt this is an area that students are being deprived of at the moment, and is 

something important to focus on.

Thank you Sam for leading this session, and starting off our week the right way!



Sir Douglas Nicholls Round
“Dreamtime in Darwin was something truly special and unlike anything we have come to 
expect, since the inaugural Dreamtime game in 2005. Firstly, Larrakia (Darwin) land and the 
broader Northern Territory is home to so many of Richmond’s past players, as well as current 
player, Daniel Rioli, and VFL and Development Coach, Xavier Clarke. The pride they showed to 
be playing in the top-end was special, and the game was a great opportunity for Richmond to 
give back to a community we value so deeply. 

Prior to the game we were honoured to have a truly powerful Welcome to Country from 
Richard Fejo, a proud Country man of the Larrakia Nation, as well as a beautiful ceremony from 
the Larrakia (Kenbi) dancers. For our past RISL students, and current staff, this would have been 
deja vu as they had the honour of being welcomed to Larrakia land by Richard Fejo himself 
when we began the placement experience trip to NT in 2019. 

It was great to see students from the Melbourne Indigenous Transition School make signs and 
take part in supporting the game. During the game, and after goals were scored, you may have 
also seen some familiar faces - two of our students, Anaika and Chantelle along with their 
families were a part of the couch crowd, a partnership made possible through the Korin
Gamadji Institute and Chanel Seven. 

The game itself was very entertaining as it could’ve gone either way at various stages. 
Richmond however, persevered and managed to pick up the win. The cherry on top was the 
Yiooken Award for the best-on-ground player being awarded to Shai Bolton. Proudly wearing 
this year’s Richmond Dreamtime guernsey which Shai designed with his family, he added 
another exhilarating performance to an already great season. 

Considering the Dreamtime in Darwin game was only fixtured three weeks earlier, Richmond 
and Essendon pulled-off an absolute spectacle of football, on top of a truly special display of 
culture. We hope in coming years RISL can play a key role in this deadly event.”
– Dylan Murphy, KGI Real Healthy Program Officer and Richmond Institute Mentor 



Westbourne Grammar Year 9 PE

2020 student, Max Pinchbeck has been involved with the 

Year 9 PE classes at Westbourne Grammar. 

Using this as not only a placement opportunity, but a chance 

to gain further knowledge and skills, Max is helping the Year 

9 PE students with their individual programs, sharing his 

knowledge on strength and conditioning skills, and 

delivering activities in an online workout with the students. 

Thank you so much Max for keeping these students, 

engaged, and representing the Richmond Institute 

fantastically. 

Mitchell Youth Services 

Working with Mitchell Youth Services, 2020 

student, Kai Linde, is delivering online content for 

the program’s Facebook page. 

Kai is creating 25-35 minute videos with exercise 

tips and tricks to stay active at home during 

isolation. 

With nearly 2000 views across his two current 

videos, Kai has helped viewers stay conditioned 

and coordinated at home. 

Interested in following along? Check him out here!

https://www.facebook.com/MitchellYouthServices/videos/220308362674072/?__so__=channel_tab&__rv__=latest_videos_card


Paige Kristalyn

Cardinia Leisure Manager, Paige Kristalyn, joined us this 

month to share her knowledge, experience and journey of 

her current role. 

Paige shared with us how Aligned Leisure is a pathway 

opportunity for our students, and how they can prepare 

themselves for success in these roles. 

Shane McCurry

Working in a variety of leadership and performance roles, 

The Richmond Institute were lucky enough to chat with 

Shane McCurry this month. 

Shane is the Leadership and Organisational Development 

Consultant at the Richmond Football Club, and shared his 

time with us to speak about leadership and culture within 

sport.  

April Wilson

Adding to the guests we have had join us this month was 

April Wilson representing the Special Olympics.  

April gave us an insight into the importance of the Special 

Olympics, and what they do. 

Students were also introduced to an upcoming placement 

opportunity, where they can work directly with XX and 

different athletes, to further their skills and communication.

Guest Speakers



Angela Burt

As we reflected on Sir Douglas Nicholls Round, Anglea joined 

our Allied Health Assistance cohort to speak of her role at 

the Richmond Football Club, and the importance of 

understanding Indigenous Communities, and the 

involvement that has had Richmond in the Indigenous 

community. 

Angela is the Head of Programs Korin Gamadji Institute at 

Richmond, and presented alongside our very own Dylan 

Murphy. 

Emily Fox 

Our Allied Health Assistance students had the pleasure of 

speaking with Emily Fox this month who joined us. 

Emily represents the Richmond Football Club and our 

LGBTQI community. We were lucky enough to learn about 

creating supportive environments for a range of people with 

diverse backgrounds, and how to ensure clients feel 

respected and supported at all times. 

Miranda Charlton & Yasmina
McGlone

Miranda and Yasmina added to the guest list for our Allied 

Health Assitance students as they visited us on behalf of the 

Victorian Wheelchair Football League.

Both spoke to us about inclusion and working well with all 

people. Both coming from backgrounds of assisting people 

with disabilities, we cannot thank Miranda and Yasmina

enough for sharing their experience and knowledge with us. 

Diversity Workshop

A massive thank you to Michael Lacy, Michael Chiovitti and Michelle Devereux for running these sessions with our Allied 

Health Assistance cohort.



Events - S-J Rice 

A leader in the Events Industry, S-J Rice ran a number of 

lectures and simulated placements with us this month. 

Helping students with their personal development, S-J ran 

placement/lectures focusing on business etiquette, 

communication skills and how to run a successful event. 

Thank you so much for joining us!

Marketing & Fan Engagement –
Ben Jenkins, Ella Scott & Shayla 
Clarke

We were so lucky to be able to work closely with Ben, Ella 

and Shayla from Richmond in our simulated placements this 

month. 

Learning all about culture, marketing, the importance of 

engaging with supporters and brand management, students 

worked in groups on a variety of tasks in these areas. 

Coaching - Neil Balme, Damien 
Villarosa & Nick Smith

Our very own Damien and Nick introduced students to a 

new simulated placement all about coaching this month. 

Both successful coaches themselves, Damien and Nick gave 

us an insight into their journey, and how to be successful 

coaches. 

We also got to hear directly from Neil Balme, a successful 

coach and General Manager at Richmond, who gave us a 

fantastic insight into his experiences. 

Simulated Placements



Ali Fahour

With diversity being a major focus within the Richmond 

Institute, previous AFL Diversity Manager, Ali Fahour joined 

us. 

Ali ran a simulated placement for our students around sports 

operations, allowing them to work in groups to discuss case 

study scenarios, and worked with Ali on how to include 

diversity. 

LIVE Information Sessions

Are you interested in pursuing a career in sport? 

Would someone you know love to be a part of our 

program?

You can register your interest here for one of our 

upcoming LIVE information sessions to learn more!

The winner of our signed Dreamtime guernsey will 

be announced at this session. Haven’t entered yet? 

Head to our Instagram page to find out more!

Don’t miss out!

Simulated Placements

BSBLDR513 Communicate with 
Influence

Apart form the amazing guest speakers and simulated 

placement opportunities this month, we also commenced 

unit BSBLDR513 Communicate with Influence. 

This unit will play a large part in student interaction with 

most of the applied units for the remainder of the year. 

https://www.richmondinstitute.com.au/register-interest/
https://www.instagram.com/richmond_institute/?hl=en


Jess - KX Pilates

Another month online means for us at the Richmond 

Institute, another month of online training sessions which 

we are learning to absolutely love!

This is all thanks to the amazing instructions and businesses 

who run session for our staff and students. 

Ian - DNABLE

Jess from KX Pilates, Ian from DNABLE, Tyler from Les Mills 

and Cherie from Zuu are just four of the instructors who 

have ran these sessions for us, and have helped us work up 

quite a sweat!

Thank you so much for your continued support, and for 

keeping us physically active while in isolation.

Cherie - Zuu

If you or someone you know is interested in running a 

session to keep all of us here at the Richmond Institute fit 

and healthy, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us. 


